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Public Safety Advisory Committee

INTRODUCTION

With the understanding that the current contract between the Town of Carefree and the Rural Metro
Fire Department would expire in June of 2022, the Carefree Town Council in early 2021 issued a call
for citizens interested in assisting the Town in an evaluation of Town’s public safety services. In
response to this request, eight citizens volunteered, were appointed by the Council, and began meeting
in April 2021. The Public Safety Advisory Committee met approximately 17 times, and all agendas,
minutes and meeting recordings are available at: https://www.carefree.org/AgendaCenter/AdvisoryCommittee-2. This Report and Recommendations is the culmination of the Committee’s efforts.
The Committee was composed of the following Carefree residents who have backgrounds that include
public administration, public policy, public finance, capital investments, real estate and business:
Leslie Hine, Committee Chairperson
Philip Henn, Committee Vice Chairperson
Sheila Amoroso, Committee Member
Peter Burns, Committee Member
Scott Peterson, Committee Member
Kim Taha, Committee Member
Jerry Wetta, Committee Member
Anton Wilke, Committee Member
All the Committee meetings were conducted via Zoom in deference to the ongoing COVID Health
Emergency. This platform permitted Committee Members, presenters and members of the public to
participate regardless of their location.
Public safety services in Carefree have three components: fire and emergency services; ambulance;
and law enforcement. While fire and emergency services and law enforcement services are provided
through contracts with the Town, ambulance services are provided through a “Certificate of Necessity”
(CON) issued and overseen by the Arizona Department of Health Services. The Committee therefore
focused its evaluation on fire and emergency services (primarily) and law enforcement (to some
extent), but occasionally considered certain aspects of the ambulance services in the community. The
Committee’s approach was grounded in presentations by Town staff and various First Responder
agencies, with questioning and follow up by Committee members.
Based upon this information,
Committee members openly discussed their thoughts regarding the appropriate level of services in
Carefree and options to fund potential cost increases.
This Report and Recommendations is the official report by the Committee to the community and the
Town Council. Section One of the report provides a historical perspective on the evolution of public
safety services within the Town – particularly for fire and emergency services. It recounts how the
Town has evolved from a subscription-based fire protection model into the existing Master Contract
model. Section Two provides an overview of public safety services in Carefree, most particularly
information about the types of calls to which First Responders are dispatched. Section Three of the
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report discusses recent developments in the Town of Cave Creek that will influence the provision of fire
and emergency medical services in Carefree as well as the differences in the automatic aid and mutual
aid dispatch systems. Section Four presents considerations in financing public safety services
including a review of the Town’s revenues, expenses, the Fire Fund, the Capital Reserve Fund and
options for addressing increased costs. The report concludes with Committee recommendations to the
Carefree Town Council in Section Five.
The Committee respectfully requests that the citizens of Carefree review the entirety of this document
to understand the full scope of public safety services provided by the Town in order to ensure an
informed and productive community dialogue occurs regarding the Town’s future levels and financing of
public safety services.
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Section One: Historical Background and Context
The Evolution of Fire and Emergency Service in Carefree
Rural Metro, a private corporation, has been providing fire and emergency services to the Carefree
community for over 50 years. Originally, much like an insurance policy, residents subscribed to this
service through an annual subscription fee. If Rural Metro responded to a household which did not
subscribe to this service, the homeowner would be responsible for paying for the entire cost of the
response.
This subscription model served the community well until early 2003, when an external event caused the
Town Council to question the arrangement.
In 2003 Rural Metro, the contracted provider of fire and emergency services in the City of Scottsdale,
gave notice to the City that it would no longer serve Scottsdale. In most communities, such notice from
first responders would be met with overwhelming angst; however, Scottsdale was able to seamlessly
and rapidly adapt. In part, this remarkable adaptation was attributed to Scottsdale owning each of their
fire stations and all the fire trucks and supporting equipment, thus needing only to establish a fire and
emergency
service
protection corps when Rural
Metro served notice.
Because of Scottsdale’s
experience, the Carefree
Town Council began to
logically question the impact
to the Town if Rural Metro
similarly decided to leave
Carefree. As a result, in
2004,
a
Fire
and
Emergency
Service
Committee was appointed
by the Council to evaluate the community’s options. The result of the Committee’s work and
subsequent Town Council meetings was Carefree pursuing a plan to build its own fire station (pictured
above) and purchasing a fire engine and supporting emergency equipment.
In 2005/6, with the equipment ordered and the fire station under construction, the Town approached the
Daisy Mountain Fire District (DMFD), the City of Phoenix Fire Department (PFD), the City of Scottsdale
Fire Department (SFD) and Rural Metro Fire Department (RMFD or Rural Metro) to replace the
subscription service model with a Master Contract for the provision of fire protection and emergency
medical services. The Town was interested in contracting with these entities to provide the staff to
deliver fire protection and emergency medical services using the Town’s fire station and firefighting
equipment. After initial discussions with Daisy Mountain and the City of Phoenix, these entities were
eliminated from consideration due to potential costs and/or legal requirements. As a result, Rural Metro
and the City of Scottsdale were evaluated, with the oversight of the Council appointed Fire Committee.
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Ultimately, Rural Metro presented the Town with the most comprehensive and cost-effective fire
protection and emergency service program and was awarded a five year Master Contract beginning in
June 2007.
In 2012, prior to the end of the original Master Contract term, the Town Council directed the Town
Administrator to distribute a Request for Qualifications from interested fire and emergency service
agencies. Daisy Mountain Fire District, the City of Scottsdale Fire Department and Rural Metro
responded to the RFQ and after review, the Council decided the most cost-effective proposal was
submitted by Rural Metro. The firm was awarded a new ten-year contract which is set to expire on
June 30, 2022.
Financial Implications of the Original Fire and Emergency Service Master Contract
With the awarding of the original Master Contract in
Fiscal Year 2007, the Town enacted a one percent
increase in its sales tax. This tax, which was in
addition to the Town’s existing two percent sales tax
(but excluded groceries), was deposited in a newly
created Fire Fund. The tax was intended to fund the
costs of the Master Contract.
Prior to the Master Contract, a homeowner with a
3,000-square
foot
single-family
residence,
subscribing to Rural Metro’s service, was paying
approximately
$750
annually.
This
annual
subscription fee for fire protection was eliminated for
Carefree residents with the implementation of the
Master Contract.
In addition to the elimination of the subscription fees, the Insurance Services Office (ISO) conducted a
Public Protection Classification survey after the completion of the Town’s fire protection capital
investments. As a result of the Town’s investment and execution of the Master Contract, the Town’s
ISO rating was significantly upgraded. This improved rating resulted in an additional annual savings of
several hundred dollars on a resident’s homeowners insurance policy.
Besides the cost savings, Carefree residents received additional value-added services through the
Master Contract. These value-added services included CPR classes, home safety inspections, brush
safety inspections, fire hydrant inspections, monthly and annual performance reports, access to grant
writing, blood pressure checks, a walk- in treatment facility, Town representation and coordination with
the regional emergency management taskforce, fire marshal services, and additional staffing for
community special events.
Bottom line, from an individual/resident’s financial perspective, as a direct result of the Town assuming
the contract (in 2007) to provide fire and emergency services, each Carefree household which had
subscribed to the service saved between $700 and $1,100 annually through the elimination of the
subscription fee and the reduction in homeowner insurance rates. The new one percent sales tax did
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not fall primarily on Carefree residents. Consider that a resident who previously paid a $750 annual
subscription fee would have to spend $75,000 (1% Fire Fund tax) on taxable retail products in Carefree
(groceries were not included in tax) to break even.
A longer-term implication of the Master Contract and its funding through the increased sales tax was a
greater dependency of the Town on the generation of sales tax. This in turn increased pressure on the
Town to attract consumers to spend money and generate sales tax revenue as residents alone were
not spending enough to support the Fire Fund. This pressure continues today – a high priority for the
Town is increasing the number of businesses in the Town selling taxable products, as well as attracting
and directing more consumers to these businesses.
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SECTION TWO: An Overview of Carefree Public Safety Services Today

In anticipation of the expiring Master Contract with Rural Metro on June 30, 2022, as well as evolving
fire and emergency service plans in neighboring Cave Creek, the Carefree Town Council appointed a
citizen Committee to examine fire and emergency services as well as law enforcement services. This
citizen Committee, the Public Safety Advisory Committee (PSAC) began meeting in April 2021. The
Committee is composed of Carefree residents with backgrounds within, but not limited to, public
administration, public policy, public finance, capital investments, real estate and business. The
Committee’s charge was to review the current system of public safety services within Carefree and to
make recommendations to the Town Council about any necessary or desired modifications to services
and how they are funded.
Fire and Emergency Services
The Carefree based Rural Metro fire truck is known as E821 while the Rural Metro fire truck based (at
the time of drafting this report) in the Town of Cave Creek is known as E825. Over the past fifteen
years these two stations have complemented one another by providing mutual assistance. Table 1
below presents the number of responses these engine companies have provided into the adjacent
communities over the past three fiscal years.

Table 1: Rural Metro Response Data FY2019 - 2021
RESPONSE

FY 2019 FY 2020 FY 2021

Cave Creek E825 response into Carefree

91

94

100

Carefree E821 response into Cave Creek

142

135

132

Carefree E821 response into County islands

81

81

110

Source: Rural Metro
Note: The referenced term in the above Table, “County Island” refers to geographical areas that are
not incorporated into an existing municipality and nestled in between incorporated communities such as
Phoenix and Scottsdale. Therefore, these unincorporated areas fall within the County’s jurisdiction.
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The adjacent graphic illustrates the reasoning
behind the overlapping responses into the adjacent
communities for E821 and E825. The red triangles
indicate the approximate location of existing fire
stations and the various colored polygons around
each triangle/station represent an approximate 4minute response time from the station.

Source: City of Scottsdale GIS

The green shaded area symbolizes the typical 4minute response area for the Carefree based E821,
while the orange area symbolizes the 4-minute
response area for Cave Creek based E825. As
illustrated, these typical 4-minute response areas
overlap political boundaries. Therefore, Rural Metro
has adopted a policy that the closest engine, either
E825 or E821, will respond to a request for
assistance within these polygons regardless of
political boundaries.

The map also depicts the potential responses from the City of Phoenix and City of Scottsdale that have
fire stations and associated assets just to the south and east of the Town of Carefree. The existing fire
stations and assets within the Daisy Mountain Fire District are to the west of Cave Creek and north of
Carefree Highway and therefore, do not currently overlap into Carefree.
Due to the proximity of both Phoenix and Scottsdale assets, Rural Metro has maintained mutual aid
agreements with these nearby agencies to request assistance when back up is required to address life
safety issues. These calls for assistance have been quite limited, but Phoenix and Scottsdale have
been very supportive and assisted when called upon. For example, over the past 15 years, during the
Town’s Master Contract with Rural Metro, Rural Metro has requested assistance from Scottsdale and
Scottsdale has responded a total of 9 times within the Town of Carefree. Additionally, both Carefree
and Rural Metro are part of the Arizona Mutual Aid Compact (AZMAC) which has been adopted by
most municipal and tribal entities within the state and provides Carefree with resources in a time of
need.
Table 2 below presents the annual reporting statistics by types of calls over the last three years for the
Carefree based E821. As can be seen in the data, a fire department does more than just extinguish
fires, it responds to medical emergencies, traffic accidents, natural and manmade disasters, conducts
public safety reviews of structures and properties, and provides public outreach and educational
opportunities. Over the last 3 fiscal years approximately 60% of the calls to E821 were medical related
with minimal responses to structural or brush fires.
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Table 2: Types of Fire and Emergency Calls for Service FY2019-2021
TYPES OF CALL FOR SERVICE

FY2019

FY2020

FY2021

332 (53%)

327 (58%)

458 (62%)

False Alarms

108

77

108

Snake Removal

108

77

76

14

9

14

4

7

3

Vehicle Fire

3

4

2

Residential Fire

1

1

1

Commercial Building Fire

2

0

1

Gas/Propane Leak

5

0

3

Smoke in structure

9

9

7

Animal rescues

1

0

1

15

0

27

25

15

24

Invalid assist

15

17

8

Illegal burn

1

1

1

Check hazard

0

5

0

Person Trapped

0

1

0

Lock Out

0

2

0

Special Duty

0

0

2

Unknown fire

0

9

0

625

561

736

329

356

Medical Calls (including vehicle accidents)

Service calls
detector)
Brush Fire

(example

check

smoke

Non-Categorized (call for service
defined)
Traffic accident (no injuries)

not

Total
Code Three Calls (included in Total)
Source: Rural Metro Annual Fiscal Year Reports (June

359
30th

- July

1st)

Because calls for medical assistance are the predominant dispatch type, the Carefree service model
with Rural Metro has included the dispatch of both the fire truck and an ambulance on every call. This
response level dispatches a total of five fire fighters: one paramedic and two emergency medical
technicians (EMT) on the fire truck, and one paramedic and one EMT on the ambulance.
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The Carefree contract with Rural Metro provides that Rural Metro will respond to 90% of all code three
calls (“lights and sirens” responding to requests for fire and medical assistance) within 6 minutes or
less. Rural Metro’s annual reports indicates they are in compliance with this requirement and respond
to all code three calls in under four minutes, with a few exceptions for such circumstances as
inaccessible or locked gates.
Ambulance Services
Ambulance service in Carefree is managed by the Arizona Department of Health Services (ADHS), not
the Town of Carefree; therefore, it was not a significant part of the Public Safety Advisory Committee’s
evaluation. The Department of Health Services manages ambulance service through the issuance of
what is called a Certificate of Necessity (CON).
Currently, Rural Metro and its parent company AMR, hold a CON to provide ambulance service within
both the Town of Carefree and the Town of Cave Creek. Maricopa Ambulance also holds a CON for
Maricopa County but is not actively providing services in Carefree or Cave Creek. From a logistical
perspective, if there is a change to the current fire and emergency provider in Carefree, there would be
a separate dispatch for fire services and ambulance service. Under the current model serving
Carefree, both the fire truck and the ambulance are dispatched with two fire fighters certified as
paramedics (one on fire truck and one on ambulance) and three of the fire fighters certified as EMTs
(two on fire truck and one on ambulance). Changes to CONs must go through a process with the
Department of Health Services.
Even though Rural Metro’s model is to dispatch both the engine and an ambulance to a call for
assistance, the Master Contract does not cover the individual billing associated with the transport of a
patient through the ambulance service. The billing for patient transport is done through an individual’s
insurance policy/company with deductibles the responsibility of the individual patient.
Law Enforcement Services
Maricopa County Sheriff’s Office (MCSO) contracts with 7 communities throughout Maricopa County.
Carefree and Cave Creek are two of these contract communities. These communities contract for law
enforcement services because of the high costs associated with operating a municipal law enforcement
department. For example, Paradise Valley, a community that is approximately 15 square miles in size
and containing a population of 14,400, has budgeted $8.95 million this past fiscal year to operate their
municipal police department. This equates to $621.52 per capita. If that per capita figure were applied
to Carefree’s population of 3,700, the result would be a law enforcement budget in the range of $2.3
million annually. This is in contrast to Carefree’s FY 2021 contract cost of $476,600 with MCSO.
The MCSO contract is based upon the level of patrol service desired by the community. MCSO’s
staffing model assigns five deputies to one beat. Each contracting community can select the level of
service by choosing the number of deputies they desire to patrol their community. In Carefree, due to
the low crime rates, we have typically maintained a minimum baseline 3/10s of a beat or 1.5 Deputies.
In addition, during the high season (October-April), a Deputy is added to address traffic enforcement.
As part of the staffing model, based upon the proportional share of a beat, additional supervisory and
support staff are incrementally assigned. So proportionally, for 3/10s of a beat, there is additional
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staffing levels of .15 for a Detective, .27 for a Sergeant, .12 for a Lieutenant, .07 for a Captain, .14 for
Clerical and .3 for Dispatch. Collectively, the hourly rate of each staff member is applied to the
incremental level of service/employee to establish the costs for service. The contracting model then
adds the indirect costs for supplies, equipment and facilities based upon the proportional share of the
Carefree beat.
Additionally, the District Office for MCSO is located within the Town of Cave Creek. This District covers
the nearby County islands, Anthem, Desert Hills, New River, the Towns of Cave Creek and Carefree
and the Lake Patrol. Assigned to this District are a total of 1 Captain, 1 Lieutenant, 2 Administrative
Assistants, 7 Patrol Sergeants, 28 Patrol Deputies, 1 Detective Sergeant and 4 District Detectives. As
necessary the Town of Carefree has access to the entire District staffing when called upon.
The PSAC concluded that the Town receives a good value from MCSO, and therefore, the overarching
focus of the review was not on how service is delivered to the community, but do current metrics point
to a need to enhance certain aspects of MCSO service. The Committee reviewed the calls for service.
There were two metrics in MCSO service calls, one initiated by a Deputy and the other initiated by a
member of the public. The following graphs illustrate the highest types of calls.

Chart 1: Carefree MCSO Call Data - Initiated by Public

Source: MCSO Reports FY2020-2021
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Chart 2: Carefree MCSO Call Data - Initiated by Deputy

Source: MCSO Reports FY2020-2021

Regardless of how the calls for service were initiated (by a Deputy or the public) these combined
metrics verify that Carefree has a very low crime rate and is fundamentally a very safe community.
According to MCSO no felonies have been reported within Carefree in the last few years.
However, due to increased traffic within the region, Carefree continues to experience a high volume of
traffic violations. Calming the traffic coming through Town has always been a significant concern for
many Carefree residents. Increasing patrols is one method to adjust the behavior of the bad actors,
however the Town is beginning to explore other more cost-effective options to calm traffic such as the
use of roundabouts to slow traffic and create safer pedestrian crossings. In addition, some residents
have suggested the use of technology which can provide a more consistent approach to change the
behavior of the bad actors and provide safer streets. Obviously, there will need to be more public
engagement with these solutions to further mitigate the concerns regarding the calming of traffic
traveling through the community.
MCSO presented to the Committee regarding public safety in Carefree from the law enforcement
perspective. In summary, the presentation stressed that Carefree is a very safe community and the
existing levels of service were adequate. Traffic enforcement has and will always be a concern due to
the large volume of traffic passing through the community at peak seasonal times and solutions exist
such as photo radar, that maybe an effective means to calm traffic without adding officer patrols.
MCSO is currently reviewing protocols to ensure they can support the use of photo radar in the future if
the Town chooses to adopt such a program. Currently, additional traffic patrol presence is deployed
during high traffic periods of time. Of note, there is a high level of false security alarm calls within the
community and it was suggested by MCSO that the Town consider a new license and fine schedule to
encourage continual maintenance of alarms to minimize unnecessary law enforcement responses. This
would allow for more efficient use of patrol resources.
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SECTION THREE: Factors Influencing the Future of Public Safety Services
in Carefree
In addition to understanding the past and current context of Carefree’s public safety services, the
Carefree Public Safety Committee gathered and reviewed information it believed to have significant
bearing on the future of public safety services provided by the Town – particularly fire and emergency
medical response services. The following section provides a summary of the Committee’s key areas of
consideration and findings, upon which the Recommendations in Section Five of this report are based.
Evolving circumstances/issues within the region and state
The American West is experiencing warmer and dryer weather patterns. Extended drought, higher
average annual temperatures, and increases in population have resulted in increased wildfire threats.
These threats became a local reality in May 2020, when two wildfires rapidly spread within the Town of
Cave Creek.
In addition to increased risks of wildfires across the West, local communities and municipalities across
the US are experiencing significant increases in the costs of fire and medical emergency response
services. In many communities, the cost of these services represents the largest single public
expenditure as a percent of total budget. This trend is expected to continue as fire and emergency
medical service costs continue to climb. The Town of Carefree is not unique with respect to facing
these challenges.
Evolving circumstances/issues in the Town of Cave Creek
In May 2020, two wildfires started and rapidly spread within the Town of Cave Creek. During these
fires hundreds of acres were burned and numerous residential structures were destroyed. The Town of
Cave Creek has had no fire protection or emergency medical services delivered as a municipal
function. Instead, these services have been delivered through a subscription service between Rural
Metro and individual property owners, much like how those services were delivered in Carefree prior to
the initiation of the Master Contract in 2007. It was reported that the most recent participation rate in
the subscription service of homeowners in Cave Creek was about 40%.
Because of the necessary regional response (firefighting assets and personnel were dispatched from
all corners of the Valley) to fight the May 2020 fires and the Town of Cave Creek’s lack of investment
and commitment in a fire and emergency service program, following the May fires the responding fire
and emergency agencies (most notably the City of Phoenix, the City of Scottsdale and the Daisy
Mountain Fire District) requested that the Town of Cave Creek invest in fire and emergency resources
as neighboring fire agencies could not fill the gap, nor were they willing to bear the brunt in future, of
the Town of Cave Creek’s lack of fire service. It was implied that if Cave Creek did not make such an
investment, future responses to fire emergencies could be in jeopardy.
This request began a process in early 2021 within the Town of Cave Creek to clarify how the Town was
going to provide fire and emergency services to the community. Through this process the Town of
Cave Creek has recently adopted a model like Carefree where the local community owns the fire
station and assets while contracting out for the fire and emergency service corps.
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Based on the results of their planning process, the Town of Cave Creek recently purchased the existing
fire station, located in Cave Creek and currently housing Rural Metro E825. Additionally, the Town has
agreed to a Master Contract with Daisy Mountain Fire District and completed the training of firefighters
(many of which were Rural Metro fire fighters) for the assumption of duties to occur in January 2022.
One of the outcomes with the Town of Cave Creek partnering with the Daisy Mountain Fire District
(DMFD) is that it permits the Town of Cave Creek to qualify, through DMFD, to become a partner in the
automatic aid dispatch system.
The Town of Cave Creek is estimating approximately $2.5 million annually for the first (of potentially
one and a half) station(s). Based upon an analysis presented to the Cave Creek Town Council by
Rounds Consulting in November 2021, Cave Creek is currently planning to cover these additional
operational costs exclusively through existing sales tax revenues, with initial capital costs to be funded
from the Town’s current operating cash surplus in addition to changes to its water system financing and
rate structure.
As the Town of Cave Creek solidifies their own fire and emergency service program, the Town of
Carefree needs to be cognizant of how these changes will impact the level of services in Carefree. For
example, Cave Creek’s recent purchase of the fire station which housed Rural Metro E825 will
necessitate the relocation of this engine company.
Rural Metro has stated that they currently have subscribers located within the County Islands south of
Carefree Highway and north of Dynamite Boulevard. The location of the E825 fire station is important
in serving both these County island customers as well as to provide response coverage to the Carefree
neighborhoods on the southwest side of Black Mountain. Rural Metro is currently investigating several
options to relocate E825 to serve these locations but in the interim, Rural Metro and Carefree have
agreed to locate E825 in the Carefree station. Therefore, both E821 and E825 will be operating from
the Carefree station with Rural Metro compensating Carefree for the additional usage of the station.
Additionally, because Rural Metro and Daisy Mountain Fire District do not have an operational mutual
aid agreement, E821 which frequently responded into Cave Creek, will no longer be available to
respond to calls in Cave Creek. While a mutual aid agreement would be obviously beneficial to both
Rural Metro and Daisy Mountain, negotiations between these two entities have not been successful to
date. It is hoped that these two agencies can work towards a reciprocal relationship for the betterment
of all communities they serve.
Finally, because Rural Metro holds the CON (Certificate of Necessity – refer the Section Two above for
description) to serve Cave Creek with ambulance service, it remains unclear how Daisy Mountain will
interface with Rural Metro’s ambulance when needed. This could result in conflicts and uncertainty in
response protocols.
Mutual Aid versus Automatic Aid
As mentioned above, one of the outcomes of Cave Creek partnering with the Daisy Mountain Fire
District (DMFD) is that it permits the Town of Cave Creek to qualify through DMFD to become a partner
in the automatic aid dispatch system.
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Automatic aid is a partnership where qualified and accepted fire department participants within the
Phoenix/Mesa metropolitan area are regionally dispatched through a central Computer Automated
Dispatch (CAD) system. This CAD system permits the closest and most appropriate fire and
emergency equipment to be seamlessly dispatched to an incident/call regardless of jurisdictional
boundaries. That is for example, if an incident occurs in the City of Phoenix but the closest fire asset is
a City of Scottsdale fire engine, the Scottsdale asset will be automatically dispatched.
In addition to dispatch, there are several other aspects of the automatic aid system worth noting:
•

Participants in the system have access to all the assets of other participants – for example,
ladder trucks, specialty rescue teams, hazardous material teams, helicopters and so on

•

Admission to automatic aid requires adherence to standards established by the Life and Safety
Council which include items such as automatic dispatch infrastructure, specific training for
firefighters and minimum staffing levels of four fire fighters per fire engine.

•

Additionally, admission requires a determination by the Life and Safety Council that the
applicant will enhance and bring value to the system.

This dispatch system is different than the mutual aid system that Rural Metro as well as a balance of
the state operate within. The mutual aid system is based on radio requests for assistance and the
request can be declined based upon the decision of the requested department.
To better understand the idiosyncrasies behind the two dispatch systems - automatic aid vs. mutual aid,
officials from Rural Metro, Daisy Mountain Fire District, the City of Scottsdale as well as officials
working to assist the Town of Cave Creek presented to the Public Safety Advisory Committee. In
addition, Rural Metro, DMFD and Scottsdale provided the Committee a high-level estimate to
understand not only the various levels of service but the associated initial startup costs and potential
ongoing operational costs. Table 3 below is a summary of these services and associated costs.
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Table 3: Comparative Cost and Service Levels Between Automatic Aid and Mutual Aid Options
Dispatch System

Mutual Aid

Provider

Rural Metro

Estimated startup
costs
Estimated Annual
Costs

Daisy Mountain
Fire District
$515,000

None
•
•

Personnel Model

Automatic Aid

•
•

City of Scottsdale
Fire Department
$648,000

Year 1,2,3 =
$1.85MM;
Year 4 & 5
increases based
upon future labor
contract

•
•

Year 1 = $2.4MM
Future annual
escalators up to 5%
as determined the
Fire Board

•
•

Year 1 = $2.9 MM
Future annual
escalators
determined by the
Scottsdale City
Council

3 Firefighter per
engine
Ambulance
simultaneously
dispatched with an
additional
paramedic and
EMT

•

4 Firefighters per
engine
Ambulance
separately
dispatched

•

4 Firefighters per
engine
Ambulance
separately
dispatched

Training

X

Fire Investigation

X

Fire Marshall

X

Emergency
Manager

X

Hold CON for EMS
within Carefree

•

•

Additional procedural Auto
Aid response training
X (possible additional
expense)
X (possible additional
expense)
X (possible additional
expense)

Additional procedural Auto
Aid response training
X (possible additional
expense)
X (possible additional
expense)
X (possible additional
expense)

X

No

No

Fire Hydrant
Inspections

X

X (possible additional
expense)

X (possible additional
expense)

Vehicle
Maintenance

Parts plus 6% for labor

Unknown

Unknown

Fire House
Utilities included

X

No

No

Insurance

X

Unknown

Unknown

Grant Writing
included

X

Unknown

Unknown

Community
outreach
programs

X

Unknown

Unknown

401K

Public Safety Pension Tier III

Public Safety Pension Tier III

Employee
Retirement Costs
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Source: Presentations and materials from fire and emergency agency representatives

The current FY 2022 Master Contract cost with Rural Metro is budgeted at approximately $1.58 million.
Based on the presentations:
•

Rural Metro suggested an increase of approximately $275,000 for a new Master Contract,
bringing the total cost to $1.859 million.

•

Daisy Mountain suggested an increase of approximately $790,000, bringing the total cost to
$2.37 million. Additionally, one time costs associated with startup would be approximately
$515,000.

•

Scottsdale suggested an increase of approximately $1.29 million, bringing the total cost to
$2.87 million. Additionally, onetime costs associated with startup would be approximately
$683,000.

A significant percentage (roughly an average of 35%) of the difference in operational costs between
Rural Metro and the other two departments is staffing levels. Rural Metro staffs the fire engine with
three firefighters while the other two departments staff an engine with four firefighters. If Rural Metro
were to staff the fire engine with four firefighters, the estimated costs of its proposal would increase by
approximately $236,500.
While the estimated cost information delivered to the Committee by the various fire departments and
districts was valuable, the Committee requested the Carefree Town Manager to prepare a Request for
Proposal so that each agency could provide a more detailed level of information. Some of the answers
that were sought by the Committee included:
•

What requirements could the Life and Safety Council impose on Carefree for admission to
automatic aid? The Committee was concerned as to whether the Council could require one or
more additional fire stations to serve the west side of Black Mountain or the eastern areas of
Carefree, and whether additional fire assets such as a brush truck would be required.

•

What would be the costs for such items as fire investigations, Fire Marshall services, fire
hydrant inspections, and vehicle maintenance?

Both Daisy Mountain Fire District and Scottsdale Fire Department indicated they would not respond to a
Request for Proposals (RFP) without assurance from the Carefree Town Council that it was committed
to automatic aid exclusively. There was also an indication that they would not compete against each
other in responding to an RFP. This made it difficult to determine more specific “all in” startup and
future operational costs. Therefore, to gain additional clarity, the Town Administrator sent a request to
the executive committee of the Central Arizona Life Safety Council to begin discussions regarding how
Carefree could best participate in a regional first responder program given a lack of detailed information
regarding start up and operational fees.
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SECTION FOUR: The Financing of Carefree Public Safety Services
With potential cost increases for a new Master Contract running between $275,000 (Rural Metro) and
$1.29 million (Scottsdale, not including almost $700,000 in startup costs), the Committee felt it prudent
to examine how the Town of Carefree might pay for these increases and for public safety services in
total. The Committee’s examination was limited, but did include a cursory review of Town revenues,
expenditures for operations, the Fire Fund, and the Capital Reserve Fund. The examination also
included a high level analysis of two options for additional funding: an increase in the sales tax and the
imposition of a property tax.
Town Revenue
The Carefree FY 2022 adopted operating budget anticipates slightly over $7 million in revenues with
approximately 80% coming from local sources and 20% from the state. The locally generated portion is
composed of the 3% local sales taxes (at $3.75 million) and user fees and interest payments (at $1.93
million). The $1.38 million of state shared revenues are based on state shared income and sales taxes,
vehicle license taxes, and various grants. The Town does not levy a property tax.
The sales tax – Carefree’s primary revenue source – is a notoriously volatile source of revenue,
particularly at the local level. Table 4 below illustrates this showing total Carefree sales tax collections
over the last twelve fiscal years together with the year over year percentage change.

Table 4: Total Local Sales Tax Revenue FY2010-2021
Fiscal Year
Ending June 30
FY10
FY11
FY12
FY13
FY14
FY15
FY16
FY17
FY18
FY19
FY20
FY21

Collections

Percent Change

$2,674,685
$2,685,710
$2,886,242
$2,778,723
$2,853,766
$3,299,979
$3,382,988
$3,073,836
$3,564,947
$3,834,622
$3,596,448
$4,870,025

0.4%
7.5%
-3.7%
2.7%
15.6%
2.5%
-9.1%
16.0%
7.6%
-6.2%
35.4%

Source: Arizona Department of Revenue

Of the 11 years of where year over year growth was measured, three have been negative and three of
the eight increases have been over 15%, with the most recent year showing an increase of over 35%.
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The FY 2021 sales tax receipts are a prime example of the volatility of the revenue source and the
difficulty associated with managing a budget largely based on sales taxes. Consider that the FY 2022
budget was adopted by the Town Council on June 1, 2021. At that time, the budget included a sales
tax estimate of $3.75 million. This was an entirely reasonable estimate given that for the eleven
months prior to June collections had averaged about $352,000 (annualized at $4.2 million), the
previous year’s collections had fallen by over 6%, and the COVID-19 pandemic emergency was
continuing. Shortly after budget was adopted, the state reported to the Town that June collections
exceeded $1 million – almost three times the average monthly collection for the year! While this
example was a pleasant surprise for the Town, it illustrates the challenges associated with a sales tax
driven budget.
Much of the volatility of Carefree’s sales tax is due to the composition of the sales tax base. The
following pie chart displays the ten-year average sales tax percentages of the business categories
subject to the tax. Over 70% of the sales tax revenue originates from 4 business sectors: retail,
construction, accommodations, and restaurants and bars. These are all sectors that, to varying
degrees, are subject to the vagaries of the economic cycle, and three of the four are dependent on the
success of the brick-and-mortar establishments in the Town, particularly those businesses that support
tourism.
Chart 3: Carefree Sales Tax Revenue by Industry (last 10 FYs)
MANUFACTURING WHOLESALE RENTALS/LEASES
1%
7%
2%
SERVICES
3%

OTHER
1%

ACCOMMODATION
11%

UTILITIES
15%
CONSTRUCTION
18%

RESTAURANTS & BAR
7%

RETAIL
35%

Source: Carefree Fiscal Year 2021-2022 Budget Report

Town Expenditures
The Carefree FY 2022 adopted budget anticipates approximately $6.2 million in operating
expenditures, with $1.93 million devoted to salaries and benefits for the 17 full time employees, $1.75
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million allocated to general supplies and materials, utilities, equipment replacement and other operating
costs, and $2.12 million dedicated to the contracted public safety services.
A cursory review of the operating budget does not reveal any particularly unusual expenditures but is
remarkable to the extent that it is some $845,000 below budgeted operating revenues. This fact leaves
the reviewer with the impression that the Town budget is lean and very fiscally conservative.
The Fire Fund
The 3% sales tax discussed above includes a 1% sales tax that is deposited in a Fire Fund and is
dedicated to funding the costs of the Master Contract for fire and emergency services. The Town
implemented this one percent increase in 2005 to fund the costs of the Master Contract with Rural
Metro that was to start in 2007. All monies from the tax increase were, and continue to be, deposited in
the Fire Fund. The early implementation of the sales tax provided the Town a buffer to assume the
expenses associated with the new Master Contract.
This original surplus in the Fire Fund served the community well until 2010 when the downward cycle of
the Great Recession significantly reduced the Town’s revenues. When the contraction in the economy
was paired with the inflationary escalators of the Rural Metro contract, it led to what is termed a
structural deficit – monies in the Fire Fund were insufficient to fully fund the Master Contract. The
annual deficit was funded through a transfer from the Town’s General Fund. It is important to note, that
even with a renegotiated contract in 2013 to reduce the cost of the contract, the inflationary increases in
the Master Contract have outpaced the growth in the Fire Fund revenue stream. In fact, between
FY2010-FY2020 the Town experienced an annual average structural deficit of $407,000 (see below
Table 5).
Table 5: Fire and Emergency Services Structural Deficit (FY2007-2020)
Fiscal Year
FY07
FY08
FY09
FY10
FY11
FY12
FY13
FY14
FY15
FY16
FY17
FY18
FY19
FY20
FY21

General Fund
Fire Fund
Total Contract
$0
$574,150
$574,150
1,216,071
1,216,071
1,264,714
1,264,714
447,846
837,947
1,285,793
548,043
767,260
1,315,303
455,971
911,943
1,367,914
299,861
946,434
1,246,295
442,575
834,884
1,277,459
414,513
892,322
1,306,835
446,503
893,006
1,339,509
405,078
967,919
1,372,997
348,583
1,063,539
1,412,122
388,655
1,053,850
1,442,505
279,668
1,198,900
1,478,568
1,515,532
1,515,532

Source: Jim Keen, Town Auditor
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The annual deficit situation in the Fire Fund changed radically in 2021, given the extraordinary increase
in that year’s sales tax collections. The record 35% increase generated over $1.6 million in Fire Fund
taxes, and allowed the General Fund to avoid subsidizing the Fire Fund for the first time since 2009.
While the 2021 situation was welcomed, it is clear that the existing 1% dedicated Fire Fund tax cannot
consistently fully fund the existing Master Contract, let alone any increase in costs.
The Capital Reserve Fund
The fiscally conservative nature of the operating expenditure budget carries over to the Capital
Reserve Fund. The FY 2021 audit reveals that the Fund contains approximately $13.8 million,
significantly exceeding the $6.2 million of budgeted operational expenditures. Additionally, the Fund
has grown by approximately $7.1 million over the last ten years, despite the fluctuations in the sales
tax collections and the necessity to subsidize the Fire Fund for nine out of the past ten years.
The Town has informally earmarked $2.5 million of the Fund as a “rainy day fund” that has been
maintained (untouched) since at least 2010 and has not been utilized despite significant downturns in
the economy and the above-mentioned declines in local sales tax revenues. This is evidence of the
Town’s conservative fiscal management. Table 6 below illustrates the change in the Fund over the last
ten years.
Table 6: Capital Reserve Fund Balances (FY2011-2021)
Year End June 30

Annual Town
Revenues

Annual Town
Expenditures

Net Added or
(Subtracted)
from Fund
Balance

Ending
Capital
Reserve
Fund Balance

2021

$9,016,222

$6,174,989

$2,841,233

$13,767,125

2020

7,637,329

6,957,727

679,602

10,925,892

2019

7,429,577

6,174,967

1,254,610

10,246,290

2018

6,634,514

5,210,422

1,424,092

8,991,680

2017

5,695,882

5,101,891

593,991

7,567,588

2016

6,449,172

6,420,600

28,572

6,973,597

2015

6,031,736

5,069,601

962,135

6,945,025

2014

5,407,765

5,485,460

(77,695)

5,982,890

2013

4,997,639

5,543,196

(545,557)

6,060,585

2012

4,857,176

4,869,402

(12,226)

6,606,142

2011

6,618,368

Source: Town of Carefree Audited Financial Statements

The balance of the Fund after reserving $2.5 million for the rainy day fund, some $11.3 million, is
reserved for capital projects, most notably for the maintenance, repair, and replacement of the 110
lane miles of public streets. While street maintenance is a major purpose of the Fund, over the years
the monies in the Fund have been used for Town Center improvements, public works equipment, and
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the purchase of buildings for both the Town Hall, Town Council Chambers, the Fire Station and all
associated equipment and apparatus.
The primary funding source for the Fund is the surplus of Town revenues over operational expenses –
the annual surplus.
To manage the road maintenance portion of the Fund, the Town is guided by a Pavement Preservation
Maintenance Plan that outlines the projects to be completed and the estimated costs. The last plan
was prepared in 2012 and is currently in the process of being updated. It is reported that there are
currently two major road projects under consideration that would cumulatively address approximately
45% of the Town’s streets and cost approximately $7 million.
The Town’s managers are understandably protective of the Capital Reserve Fund as it is the critical
funding source to maintain the Town’s largest assets and liability, the public streets. There is concern
that diverting the Fund to pay for operations would be a dangerous precedent which would result in
reduced infrastructure maintenance and more costly repairs over the long term.
Options for Additional Funding
Earlier in this report it was indicated that the costs for a new Master Contract would increase –
regardless of whether the Town went with a renewal of the Rural Metro contract (and the mutual aid
model) or a new contract with Daisy Mountain or the City of Scottsdale (with their automatic aid
models). The anticipated contract costs and increases over the FY 2022 contract costs are presented
in Table 7 below:
Table 7: Comparison of Estimated Town Expenditure Impacts Across Providers
Fire Service Provider

DMFD

SFD

RMFD

Estimated Operating Costs (Year 1)
Personnel Services
Dispatch & Radio Fees
Assumed Indirect Costs

1,852,854

2,048,595

-

62,378

62,378

-

459,000

759,644

-

2,374,232

2,870,617

1,859,000

1,584,033

1,584,033

1,584,033

+790,199

+1,286,584

+274,967

Personnel Services

300,500

468,980

0

Dispatch & Radio Fees

168,025

168,025

0

46,910

46,910

0

515,435

683,915

0

Total Year 1 Estimated Operating Costs
FY22 Current Contract w/ RMFD
Annual Expenditure Increase
Estimated One Time Start Up Costs

Assumed Indirect Costs
Total Estimated Start Up Costs

Source: Presentations and materials provided by RMFD, SFD and DMFD during Committee meetings and follow
on written correspondence.
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Given the increasing costs of a future Master Contract, it’s clear that the Town’s fiscal world will
change. It seems that there are two options for the Town: leverage the Capital Reserve Fund or
increase taxes.
With respect to the Capital Reserve Fund, there are various aspects to consider:
•

Over the last ten years deposits into the Fund have exceeded the increase proposed by Rural
Metro six times, for Daisy Mountain four times, and for Scottsdale two times. This indicates that
it may be a risky proposition for the Town to absorb the increased operating costs of the new
Master Contract without invading the corpus of the Fund.

•

Capital Reserves have mainly been funded through the collection of one time construction sales
tax. As the community reaches build out with a lack of undeveloped residential lots this revenue
stream will significantly diminish. Therefore, relying upon the past/recent performance of this
funding is not a financially solvent position.

•

There are informal commitments for the principal of the Fund - $2.5 million for a rainy day, $7
million for the next generation of the Pavement Preservation Program, and as discussed later in
the report, $750,000 for a new fire engine. There may be other informal commitments for the
Fund of which the Committee is unaware. Also, if the Town were to contract with either Daisy
Mountain or Scottsdale, there would be a need for between $500,000 and $700,000 in onetime
costs.

•

Increases in future operating costs of a new Master Contract are unknown – while Rural Metro
has pledged a firm price for the first three years of a contract, the other two departments will
adjust their pricing based upon the budgets approved for their departments by their respective
governing bodies.

The ultimate decision as to whether leveraging the Capital Reserve Fund would or would not be a wise
decision rests with the Town Council. The Committee considered it as a concept, and as an
alternative, explored two options for a tax increase: the sales tax and the property tax. The following
discussions present the benefits and drawbacks of additional revenues from these two revenue
sources.
The Sales Tax Option
As previously discussed, the sales tax is the primary revenue source for the Town. Therefore, it is
logical that should there be a need for an increase in revenues, the Town would look to increasing the
sales tax rate. The benefits of a sale tax rate increase include:
•
•
•

The sales tax is simple and straight forward
There already exists a 1% sales tax dedicated to the Fire Fund (3% total rate)
Sales taxes generally grow over time as economic activity grows

There are also significant drawbacks associated with sales tax to fund fixed operating costs such as
public safety. Those drawbacks include:
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•

The tax is not very well aligned with the benefits received from fire protection, e.g., part time
residents of Carefree benefit from fire protection while they are not in residence, and when not
in residence, they are not contributing sales taxes.

•

While sales taxes grow when economic activity grows, they also follow the downward path of
economic activity when recessions occur. For a fixed cost such as fire protection, this is not a
desirable characteristic.

•

If the sales tax rate for Carefree were to significantly exceed the rate of surrounding
communities, economic activity may migrate to lower rate jurisdictions.

To estimate what level of tax increase would be necessary for the increased costs of a new Master
Contract, the revenue yield per percentage point in the rate must be decided upon. Over the past 10
years, the average amount raised per percentage point is approximately $1 million; the FY 2022 budget
was based on $1.25 million per percentage point, and actual FY 2021 collections came in at about $1.6
million per point. For the estimates that follow, it was assumed that the yield of a sales tax increase
would be $1.4 million per percentage point.
Based on this yield and the high-level estimates provided by the various departments, the following
Table presents the rate increase that would be necessary to fund the first-year costs of the three
departments. Table 8 below also presents what the total Town rate would be and the total sales tax
rate (including the state and county rates) that would apply in Carefree.

Table 8: Sales Tax Increases Needed to Fund Proposed Annual Fire Services Operating Costs
AGENCY

Fire
Service
Cost
Estimate
for initial
year

Existing
Fire
Fund
Sales
Tax
Rate

Rural Metro
$1,860,000
1%
Daisy Mountain FD $2,374,000
1%
Scottsdale FD
$2,870,000
1%
Source: Cost provided by respective agencies.

Increase
in sales
tax to
cover
total
costs of
contract

New Fire
Fund
dedicated
sales tax

New total
municipal
sales tax
on retail
products

New total
Sales Tax
(including
5.6%
State and
.7%
County)

.33%
.70%
1.05%

1.33%
1.70%
2.05%

3.33%
3.70%
4.05%

9.63%
10.00%
10.35%

In short, if the increased annual operating costs proposed by the three departments’ were to be funded
by an increase in the sales tax, the Carefree sales tax rate would have to increase by .33 percentage
points for the Rural Metro proposal, .7 percentage points for Daisy Mountain, and by 1.05 percentage
points for Scottsdale.
Carefree (together with Cave Creek) is already at the high end of municipal sales tax as compared with
the neighboring communities of Phoenix and Scottsdale. For example, Carefree’s rate on retail,
construction and restaurant and bars exceed the rates imposed by those neighboring cities, and our
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accommodations tax is higher than Phoenix (see Appendix A for a detailed listing of sales tax rates by
surrounding communities). Whether there would be any significant migration of economic activity to
nearby lower rate jurisdictions is, at this point, speculation, but is a possibility. If there were a migration
of economic activity, it would also have an impact on the base sales tax revenues which are the
backbone of the Town’s finances.
The Property Tax Option for Operating Costs
The property tax was examined as a funding source because it is one of the two major revenue sources
available to Carefree to raise revenues. As with the sales tax, there are both advantages and
disadvantages associated with the tax.
The major advantages of the property tax – in addition to its revenue raising capacity – are:
•

It is relatively closely aligned with the general perception that the cost for fire protection should
be correlated with the size and value of the structures being protected.

•

It is generally a stable revenue source that is well suited to funding fixed costs such as fire
protection.

•

It is largely immune to the “free rider” problem with the sales tax – part time residents will pay
their share of fire protection costs regardless as to their presence in Carefree.

•

The Legislature has placed several limits (an annual levy growth limit of a 2%, the so-called
“truth in taxation” process, a valuation growth limit of 5%) on the tax that prevent “runaway”
property tax bills (see Appendices B and C).

There are of course, significant downsides to the property tax:
•

Of all the taxes, the property tax is probably the most unpopular.

•

Carefree does not presently have a property tax so getting one approved may be politically
challenging.

•

The property tax in Arizona is somewhat complicated and the imposition of a new property tax
will require approval from the Town Council as well as a vote of the people.

•

With the levy limits imposed on jurisdictions (generally speaking – 2% growth per year) the tax
may not “keep up” with potential escalator clauses in any new Master Contract.

Several analyses were conducted by the Committee to explore the property tax option. These analyses
included determining: the potential tax rate, the distribution of tax burden between the various property
tax classes, and the average cost by parcel by legal class, among others.
Based on the Tax Year 2021 tax rolls, if a property tax were to be levied to fund the full cost of the initial
year operating costs under the proposals from the three departments, the tax rates per hundred dollars
of limited value assessed valuation would be:
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•
•
•

For Rural Metro: $1.03
For Daisy Mountain: $1.32
For Scottsdale: $1.59

The above tax rates would fully fund the first year operating costs. As a result, it would be possible to
at least reduce, if not eliminate the existing one percent sales tax that supports the Fire Fund. If,
instead of funding the entire Master Contract operating cost it was decided to maintain the 1% sales tax
(assuming it generates $1.4MM annually) and assess a property tax to make up the deficit (what the
dedicated 1% sales tax does not cover), the tax rates per hundred dollars of limited value assessed
valuation would be:
•
•
•

For Rural Metro: $.25
For Daisy Mountain: $.54
For Scottsdale: $.82

Table 9 below depicts the property tax rates for jurisdictions surrounding Carefree. A complicating
aspect of the Arizona property tax is that there are two types of taxes levied: the primary property tax
which generally supports the operations of major jurisdiction types (counties, cities and towns, school
districts and community college districts) and the secondary property tax which funds overrides (for all
jurisdiction types), bonds and special districts (such as fire districts, lighting districts, improvement
districts, etc.).
Based upon the chart below, when comparing it to the scenario in which the entire operating costs of a
Master Contract would be covered by a property tax, the assessment needed to fund a Master Contract
with Rural Metro, Daisy Mountain and Scottsdale Fire Departments would each exceed the combined
tax rates for Scottsdale but would be well below the tax rates for Daisy Mountain and Phoenix. On the
other hand, if the 1% sales tax dedicated to the Fire Fund is maintained, and assuming this generates
$1.4 MM annually, the property tax rate to make up the deficit would all be well below the rates
assessed by nearby taxing entities.
Table 9: Property Tax Rates in Surrounding Area
Taxing Entity

City of Phoenix
City of Scottsdale
Town of Carefree
Town of Paradise Valley
Town of Cave Creek
Daisy Mountain Fire District

2021 - 2022 Tax Rate
(Per $100 NAV*)
Primary
$ 1.3055
0.5039
0
0
0
0

Secondary
$ 0.8141
0.5042
0
0
0
3.4729

Total
$ 2.1196
1.0081
0
0
0
3.4729

* See Appendix D for definition and more detailed explanation
Source: Agency financial documents
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In terms of impact to property owners, based upon the average parcel value, levying the tax rate that
would fully fund the Master Contract with Rural Metro at $1,860,000, it would cost the average owneroccupied primary residence in Carefree (at a value of about $597,000) about $615 per year. The cost
to the same residence if the 1% sales tax dedicated to the fire fund was maintained (assuming it
generates $1.4 MM) and assessing a property tax to satisfy what the dedicated sales tax does not
cover would be $149. It is important to note that the limited value of property under the Arizona
property tax system is significantly below its market value.
For a detailed presentation on the composition of the Carefree property tax base and the impact of the
calculated taxes to fund the proposed Rural Metro Master Contract amounts, please see Appendix D.
That Appendix also includes definitions of terms used in the world of property taxation in Arizona.
Options for Funding the Capital Costs of a New Master Contract
Whether the Town decides to continue its relationship with Rural Metro or decides to pursue a Master
Contract with either Daisy Mountain or Scottsdale, there will be the need for new capital expenditures.
With any option, there appears to be a need for a new fire engine. The current engine is 15 years old,
and its manufacturer has gone out of business. This makes replacement parts difficult to find.
If the town chooses to pursue a Master Contract with Daisy Mountain or Scottsdale, there are capital
and other one-time costs associated with joining Automatic Aid.
A new fire engine could cost $750,000 and the costs of joining Automatic Aid will cost a minimum of
$500,000 and could be higher depending on the specific requirements imposed on the Town by the
governing body of the Automatic Aid system.
There are several options to fund the capital and one-time costs associated with the new Master
Contract. Among the options are:
•

Pay cash and reduce the annual transfer to the Capital Reserve Fund, or in the alternative, pay
the costs out of the Fund. This approach would reduce the amount available for capital
expenses, most notably roads.

•

Maintain the existing Fire Fund sales tax for some number of years while levying the full
operating costs for the Master Contract on the sales or property tax. Maintaining the existing
Fire Fund sales tax would allow for the funding of the capital expenses as well as acting as a
buffer against Master Contract cost escalators that are greater than the growth in taxable
activity, or in the property tax levy that is allowed per State law.

•

Issue bonds for the capital expense. While the bond issue would be very modest in the
municipal bond world, it is conceivably possible. The bonds could be general obligation,
meaning that they would be serviced and retired with an additional property tax. Alternatively,
the bonds could pledge General Fund revenues. This option has not been explored in any
depth.
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•

Increase the amount of the initial property tax levy to pay for capital expenses, either in one year
or over a couple of years. This option would drive the tax rate up but has the advantage of
establishing an initial property tax levy that, when grown by the 2% annual limit, would offer
some room to accommodate the Master Contract escalator increases. Note that the levy limit
grows regardless of the actual levy. That is, the limit grows even if the actual levy is not at the
limit – this is the opposite of “use it or lose it”

These options should be considered by the Town staff and financial advisors, as well as the Town
Council.
A final option for capital and other onetime costs would be to find a grant. Working with Rural Metro the
Town has been very successful in obtaining grants to replace depreciated assets such as radio
equipment, breathing apparatus and technical rescue equipment. It is unclear whether Daisy Mountain
or Scottsdale would assume this grant writing service under their proposals.
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SECTION FIVE: Public Safety Advisory Committee Recommendations for
Carefree Town Council Consideration
Based upon an extensive and thoughtful review process, and a careful assessment of the information
gathered and available to the Committee during its deliberations and summarized in this report, the
Carefree Public Safety Advisory Committee makes the following observations and recommendations to
the Carefree Town Council for their consideration. These recommendations are offered to assist the
Town Council in making informed policy decisions regarding the future of public safety services and
finances in the Town of Carefree.
Fire and Emergency Services Recommendation:
The Public Safety Advisory Committee has been conducting open public meetings since April 2021.
Over the last couple of months, the Committee has been openly discussing the report and associated
recommendations. This open and transparent public process permitted both residents and first
responding agencies to listen to and consider the discussions.
The Committee adopted four recommendations in early January of 2022.
recommendations is included as Appendix E.

That original set of

However, as the Committee was finalizing its discussions and recommendations the City of Scottsdale
Fire Chief sent a notice to Rural Metro that the City of Scottsdale will be terminating a recently renewed
Mutual Aid Agreement between the respective agencies. If this action is in fact consummated it would
violate one of the conditions the Committee set for continuing (on a temporary basis) the contract with
RMFD.
Additionally, during this time, the Life Safety Council responded to a 2.5 month old request to determine
how Carefree could be included in the Automatic Aid Consortium. In their response the Life Safety
Council stated that the Town did not meet the current Automatic Aid standards, but did not cite a factor
that the Town could not overcome in the short term. However, in a recently published article in the
Foothills Focus, the City of Phoenix Executive Assistant Chief and leader of the Life Safety Council
states, “that as long as Carefree has a contract with Rural Metro, the Town will not be accepted into the
Automatic Aid system” (Source: The Foothills Focus, January 5, 2022, by Allison Brown, “Rural Metro
contract excludes Carefree from automatic aid”). This position, if true but never previously
communicated, forecloses any opportunity to join automatic aid with our current provider.
Also, in early December the Town of Cave Creek signed an Intergovernmental Agreement with the
Daisy Mountain Fire District that contained a significantly greater amount of onetime costs for Cave
Creek (including a brush truck and a water tanker with associated crews) than the Committee had been
anticipating for a similar contract between Carefree and Daisy Mountain.
Finally, and more recently, discussions have taken place with Scottsdale’s City Manager and Mayor
who have expressed concern over the Town’s continuing partnership with Rural Metro and potential
resulting liability to Scottsdale. Although the difference in liability is not clear between Automatic Aid
and Mutual Aid, and there has been a mutual aid agreement in place in one form or another since
2005, it is the narrative the Automatic Aid partners have shared with the Town.
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Based upon these recent developments and representations from neighboring first responders, it
seems imperative that the Town move more quickly than anticipated in the original set of
recommendations from the Committee. However, the Town must still ensure that it has a solid
contractual relationship with an automatic aid partner and a financially sustainable model to participate
in the Automatic Aid Consortium. Therefore, it is recommended that the Town Council:
•

•

Contract as soon as possible with a Fire and Emergency Service professional who can assist
the Town in its transition to Automatic Aid, understands the Town’s fire risk profile, current
investments in Fire and Emergency services, the ancillary services provided under the current
Rural Metro contract, and understands and has relationships with adjacent Automatic Aid
partners.
Contract as soon as possible with a reputable financial analyst to model the Town’s financial
capacity for the next 5 to 10 years, evaluate the Town’s expenses and revenues (including but
not limited to a potential loss in State Shared Revenues, and potential gains with the Town’s
economic development initiatives and potential property tax), project potential increases in fire
and emergency services cost based upon fire agency budgets and/or CAFRs, evaluate the use
of the Town’s capital reserve fund, and design option(s) to cover costs for providing fire and
emergency services under an Automatic Aid model.

In order to accomplish the goal of joining Automatic Aid, the Committee continues to believe it is
necessary to define the “all in” costs for services (including capital investments), assess the financial
strength of potential partners, and conduct an analysis of the Town’s fiscal capacity. Once these
activities are completed, the Town should provide public participation through open houses and Council
meetings. It is anticipated this process will take approximately one year. This will necessitate a shortterm extension/renewal of the existing contract with Rural Metro to permit the Town to transition into an
Automatic Aid program.
It is hoped that the neighboring automatic aid fire and emergency services providers will give the Town
the opportunity to do this due diligence.
Law Enforcement Services:
The Public Safety Advisory Committee recommends that Town continue with the current level of
contracted MCSO services.
Rationale for Recommendation
•
By the numbers, Carefree is a low risk community with respect to crime. We have been served
well by our existing relationship with MCSO. We will continue to have access to the full continuum of
services offered through MCSO which sufficiently meets the law enforcement security needs of
Carefree.
•
The Town Council should consider re-establishing license requirements and penalties for
repeated residential and commercial fire and security false alarms. This will alleviate law enforcement
false alarm calls which are significant.
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•
Traffic calming solutions, a significant citizen concern, are currently being studied and
developed by the Town which may help alleviate traffic related law enforcement activities and reduce
traffic issues without necessitating additional law enforcement personnel. The Public Safety Advisory
Committee did not review nor discuss these solutions and makes no recommendation regarding them
other than to note that if implemented they should result in a reduction of law enforcement demand
within the Town. This supports the Committee’s recommendation that the Town maintain existing levels
of MSCO contracted services.
Based upon an extensive and thoughtful review process, and a careful assessment of the information
gathered and available to the Committee during its deliberations and summarized in this report, the
Carefree Public Safety Advisory Committee makes the following recommendations to the Carefree
Town Council for their consideration. These recommendations are offered to assist the Town Council in
making informed policy decisions regarding the future of public safety services and finances in the
Town of Carefree.
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APPENDIX
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Appendix A: Comparison of Municipal Sales Tax Rates

TRANSACTION PRIVILEGE AND OTHER TAX RATE TABLES Effective July 1, 2021
Carefree Transaction
Privilege Tax & Use Tax
CITY/TOWN
TAX
NAME:
RATE
CAREFREE
Advertising
3.00%
Amusements
3.00%
4.00%
Contracting-Prime
Contracting4.00%
Speculative Builders
Contracting-Owner
4.00%
Builder
Job Printing

Manufactured
Buildings
Timbering and Other
Extraction
Severance-Metal
Mining
Publication
Hotels
Hotel/Motel
(Additional Tax)
Residential Rental,
Leasing & Licensing
for Use
Commercial Rental,
Leasing & Licensing
for Use

Rental, Leasing &
Licensing for Use of
TPP

3.00%

3.00%
3.00%
0.10%
3.00%
3.00%
3.00%
3.00%

3.00%

3.00%

Restaurants and Bars

3.00%

Retail Sales

3.00%

Retail Sales Food for
Home Consumption

2.00%

MRRA Amount
Communications
Transporting
Utilities

Use Tax Purchases

Use Tax From
Inventory

3.00%
3.00%
3.00%
3.00%

3.00%

3.00%

Cave Creek Transaction
Privilege Tax & Use Tax
CITY/TOWN
TAX
NAME:
CAVE
RATE
CREEK
Advertising
3.00%
Amusements
3.00%
Contracting-Prime
5.00%
Contracting5.00%
Speculative Builders
Contracting-Owner
5.00%
Builder
Feed at Wholesale
3.00%
Job Printing
3.00%

Manufactured
Buildings
Timbering and Other
Extraction
Severance-Metal
Mining
Publication
Hotels
Hotel/Motel
(Additional Tax)
Residential Rental,
Leasing & Licensing
for Use
Commercial Rental,
Leasing & Licensing
for Use

Rental Occupancy
Rental, Leasing &
Licensing for Use of
TPP

Restaurants and
Bars
Retail Sales
Retail Sales Food for
Home Consumption

MRRA Amount
Communications
Transporting
Utilities

Use Tax Purchases

Use Tax From
Inventory

3.00%
3.00%
0.10%
3.00%
3.00%
4.00%
3.00%

3.00%

3.00%
3.00%

3.00%
3.00%

Phoenix Transaction
Privilege Tax & Use Tax
CITY/TOWN
TAX
NAME:
RATE
PHOENIX
Advertising
0.50%
Amusements
2.30%
Contracting-Prime
2.30%
Contracting2.30%
Speculative Builders
Contracting-Owner
2.30%
Builder
Job Printing
Jet Fuel Sales (cents
per gallon)
Manufactured
Buildings
Timbering and Other
Extraction
Severance-Metal
Mining
Publication
Hotels
Hotel/Motel
(Additional Tax)
Residential Rental,
Leasing & Licensing
for Use
Commercial Rental,
Leasing & Licensing
for Use
Commercial Lease
(Additional Tax)
Rental Occupancy
Rental, Leasing &
Licensing for Use of
TPP
Short-Term Motor
Vehicle Rental
(Additional Tax)
Restaurants and
Bars
Retail Sales

2.30%
$0.01
2.30%
2.30%
0.10%
2.30%
2.30%
3.00%
2.30%

2.30%
0.10%
2.30%
2.30%

3.00%

3.00%

Rental, Leasing &
Licensing for Use of
TPP

2.30%
2.30%

Restaurants and
Bars
Retail Sales
Retail Sales Food for
Home Consumption

Retail Sales (Single
Item Portion Over
$10,968)
MRRA Amount
Communications
Transporting
Utilities
Wastewater
Removal Services
Jet Fuel Use Tax
(cents per gallon)
Use Tax Purchases
Use Tax (Single
Item Portion Over
$10,968)
Use Tax From
Inventory

1.75%

2.00%

3.00%

3.00%
3.00%
3.00%
3.00%

Scottsdale Transaction
Privilege Tax & Use Tax
CITY/TOWN
TAX
NAME:
RATE
SCOTTSDALE
1.75%
Advertising
Amusements
1.75%
Contracting-Prime
1.75%
Contracting1.75%
Speculative Builders
Contracting-Owner
1.75%
Builder
Feed at Wholesale
1.75%
Job Printing
1.75%
Jet Fuel Sales (cents
$0.02
per gallon)
Manufactured
1.75%
Buildings
Timbering and Other
1.75%
Extraction
Severance-Metal
0.10%
Mining
Publication
1.75%
1.75%
Hotels
Hotel/Motel
5.00%
(Additional Tax)
Residential Rental,
Leasing & Licensing
1.75%
for Use
Commercial Rental,
Leasing & Licensing
1.75%
for Use

1.75%
1.75%
1.75%

2.00%
2.30%
4.70%
2.30%
2.70%
2.70%
$0.01
2.30%

MRRA Amount
Communications
Transporting
Utilities
Wastewater
Removal Services
Jet Fuel Use Tax
(cents per gallon)
Use Tax Purchases

1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
$0.02
1.55%

2.00%
2.30%

Use Tax From
Inventory

1.55%
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Appendix B: Legal Requirements for Establishing a Property Tax
There are requirements in both the Arizona Revised Statutes (ARS) and the Town of Carefree Code for
instituting a property tax. Presented below is the relevant text from the ARS as well as from the Town
Code.
Arizona Revised Statutes
42-17056. Initial base levy limit if no primary property taxes were levied in the preceding tax year;
subsequent levy amount
A. If a county, city, town or community college district did not levy primary property taxes in the
preceding tax year, the governing body shall submit a proposed amount to be raised by primary
property taxes for approval of the voters.
B. The election shall be held on the third Tuesday in May before the beginning of the fiscal year in as
nearly as practicable the same manner as prescribed by title 35, chapter 3, article 3. The ballot shall
state that if the amount is approved by the voters, it will be the base for determining levy limitations for
the county, city, town or district for subsequent fiscal years.
C. If a majority of the qualified electors voting approve the proposed levy amount for primary property
taxes, the levy applicable for the county, city, town or district for the next fiscal year shall be an amount
not exceeding the approved amount.
D. On acceptance by the voters, the governing body shall send a copy of the approved resolution to the
property tax oversight commission.
E. If the proposed levy amount is not approved, the county, city, town or community college district shall
not levy a primary property tax for that year.

Carefree Town Code
Section 15-1-1 Property tax proposals. An affirmative vote of two-thirds of the members of the
Carefree Common Council is required to present any property tax proposal to the registered voters of
the town.
Section 15-1-2 Property tax or increase. A majority vote of the registered voters of the Town of
Carefree voting on the issue is required before any Carefree Town property tax or increase in existing
Carefree Town property tax previously approved by the Carefree voters shall be enacted.
The provisions of Section 15-1-2 should be reviewed by counsel to determine if the 2% levy increase
permitted under state law is subject to voter approval.
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Appendix C: The Statutory 2% Levy Limit
In the discussion of the property tax it was mentioned that any property tax imposed by the Town would
be subject to a “2% levy limit”. The statute prescribing the limit is presented below.
42-17051. Limit on county, municipal and community college primary property tax levy
A. In addition to any other limitation that may be imposed, a county, charter county, city, charter city,
town or community college district shall not levy primary property taxes in any year in excess of an
aggregate amount computed as follows:
1. Determine the maximum allowable primary property tax levy limit for the jurisdiction for the preceding
tax year.
2. Multiply the amount determined in paragraph 1 by 1.02.
3. Determine the assessed value for the current tax year of all property in the political subdivision that
was subject to tax in the preceding tax year.
4. Divide the dollar amount determined in paragraph 3 by one hundred and then divide the dollar
amount determined in paragraph 2 by the resulting quotient. The result, rounded to four decimal places,
is the maximum allowable tax rate for the political subdivision.
5. Determine the finally equalized valuation of all property, less exemptions, appearing on the tax roll
for the current tax year including an estimate of the personal property tax roll determined pursuant to
section 42-17053.
6. Divide the dollar amount determined in paragraph 5 by one hundred and then multiply the resulting
quotient by the rate determined in paragraph 4. The resulting product is the maximum allowable
primary property tax levy limit for the current year for all political subdivisions.
7. The allowable levy of primary property taxes for the current fiscal year for all political subdivisions is
the maximum allowable primary property tax levy limit less any amounts required to reduce the levy
pursuant to subsections B and C of this section.
B. Any monies that a political subdivision received from primary property taxation in excess of the sum
of the amount of taxes collectible pursuant to section 42-15054 and the allowable levy determined
under subsection A of this section shall be maintained in a separate fund and used to reduce the
primary property tax levy in the following year. Monies that are received and that are attributable to the
payment of delinquent taxes that were properly assessed in prior years shall not be applied to reduce
the levy in the following year.
C. If, pursuant to section 41-1279.07, the auditor general determines that in any fiscal year a county
has exceeded its expenditure limitation, the allowable levy of primary property taxes of the county
determined under subsection A of this section shall be reduced in the fiscal year following the auditor
general's hearing by the amount of the expenditures that exceeded the county's expenditure limitation.
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D. The limitations prescribed by this section do not apply to levies made pursuant to section 15-994 or
article 5 of this chapter.
E. The levy limitation for a political subdivision is considered to be increased each year to the maximum
permissible limit under subsection A of this section regardless of whether the county, city, town or
district actually levies taxes in any year up to the maximum permissible amount.
F. For purposes of determining a county's levy limit under this article, remote municipal property, as
defined in section 42-15251, is considered to be taxable property in the county.
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Appendix D: Tax Rates Calculated for Assumed Rural Metro Costs
The below Table presents a plethora of information based on the tax rates calculated for the Rural
Metro Master Contract costs. The Table is a presentation of the Limited Property Values by Legal
Class (and other analyses) for the Town of Carefree.

CITY OF CAREFREE
Utilities
Utilities - Personal Property
Water & Sewer Utilities
Water & Sewer Utilities - Pers Prop
Shopping Centers
Golf Courses
Telecommunication
Telecommunication - Pers Prop
Other Commercial & Industrial
Other C&I - Personal Property
Agricultural
Agricultural - Personal Property
Residential - Owner Primary Res
Residential - Relative Primary Res
Residential - Other Owner
Residential - Other Owner Pers Prop
Residential - Leased or Rented
Licensed Residential Care Facility
Licensed Res Care Fac Pers Prop
Residential - Common Areas

LEGAL
CLASS
1 3
1 3P
1 6
1 6P
1 8
1 9
1 11
1 11P
1 12
1 13P
2 R
2 PP
3 1
3 2
4 1
4 1P
4 2
4 5
4 5P
4 8

PARCELS
3,460
4
4
1
1
1
12
7
7
197
0
697
0
1,425
38
857
0
136
1
0
105

LIMITED
LPV
LPV NET
EXEMPT
PROPERTY
ASSESSED
ASSESSED
1,693,921,879 185,008,894 4,783,181 180,225,713
279
50
0
50
17,357,173
3,124,291
0
3,124,291
2,705,590
487,006
0
487,006
2,303,410
414,614
0
414,614
7,880,775
1,418,540
0
1,418,540
1,249,373
224,888
0
224,888
550,466
99,084
0
99,084
2,161,845
389,132
0
389,132
78,211,760 14,077,874
43,218 14,034,656
3,548,274
638,689
66,552
572,137
126,671,543 18,999,821 4,659,730 14,340,091
130,400
19,560
0
19,560
851,627,232 85,162,872
9,681 85,153,191
20,343,753
2,034,380
0
2,034,380
513,527,013 51,352,777
0 51,352,777
730
73
0
73
61,847,210
6,184,738
0
6,184,738
3,652,553
365,255
0
365,255
100,000
10,000
0
10,000
52,500
5,250
4,000
1,250

PCT

AVG LPV

AVG Net
Assesed

0.0%
1.7%
0.3%
0.2%
0.8%
0.1%
0.1%
0.2%
7.8%
0.3%
8.0%
0.0%
47.2%
1.1%
28.5%
0.0%
3.4%
0.2%
0.0%
0.0%

70
4,339,293
2,705,590
2,303,410
7,880,775
104,114
78,638
308,835
397,014
18,012
181,738
187
597,633
535,362
599,215
1
454,759
3,652,553
100,000
500

13
781,073
487,006
414,614
1,418,540
18,741
14,155
55,590
71,242
2,904
20,574
28
59,757
53,536
59,922
0
45,476
365,255
10,000
12

Levy @ $1.03 Levy @ $.25
AVG Prcl
AVG Prcl
$ 1,856,325 $ 450,564

$ 14,610.96 $ 3,546.35
$
193.03 $
46.85

$

733.79 $

178.10

$

211.91 $

51.44

$

615.49 $

149.39

$

617.19 $

149.80

$
$

3,762.13 $
103.00 $

913.14
25.00

Note: The following is brief description of the column heading headings in the above Table.
•

Legal Class: Arizona divides the property subject to taxation into various classes and subclasses. The
major classes are:
o
o
o
o

Class One – Commercial
Class Two – Agriculture/Vacant Land
Class Three – Owner Occupied Residential Property
Class Four – Non Owner Occupied Residential or Owner Occupied Second Homes

•

Subclasses: Within each Legal Class there can be a variety of property types, for example in Class One
for Carefree the Table depicts utilities, water and sewer utilities, shopping centers, golf courses,
telecommunication facilities and other commercial & industrial.

•

Parcels: Individual pieces of land as defined by their legal description

•

Limited Property Value: Arizona generally determines two value types for each parcel:
o

Full Cash Value: an approximation (generally between 80% and 85%) of market value. While this
is true for most residential property, many commercial properties have specific instructions in
statute for the determination of Full Cash Value – examples include utilities, shopping centers,
golf courses, etc.
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•

o

Limited Property Value: a value that is based on the previous year’s value, generally limited to a
5% increase over the previous year’s LPV. This is the value (after the application of an
assessment ratio) that the tax rate is ultimately applied.

o

The result is that the valuation that is taxed is somewhat lower than market value. As an
example, for Carefree, the Full Cash Value is $1.96 billion while the Limited Property Value is
$1.69 billion.

Limited Property Value Assessed: Arizona applies different Assessment Ratios to different Legal Classes
of Property. Both Class Three and Class Four have the same assessment ratio applied; Class Four is
distinguished from Class Three to prevent non-owner occupied residential property from receiving the
Homeowner’s Property Tax Rebate. The assessment ratios by principal legal class are:
o
o
o

Class One – will be dropping to 16% over the next four years
Class Two – 15%
Class Three and Four – 10%

•

Exempt: The State Constitution and statutes offer some properties either partial or full exemption from the
property tax. Notable exemptions include government property, inventories, property of widows and
widowers and certain nonprofit organizations. The $4.6 million exemption for agricultural property in
Carefree is somewhat curious.

•

Limited Property Net Assessed: the assessed value of property that is not exempt. Note that the tax rate
is applied per hundred dollars of the LPV Net Assessed Value.

•

PCT (Percentage): this is the distribution of LPV Net Assessed Value by class. In Carefree’s case, the
class with the largest percentage of LPV NAV is Owner Primary Residence at 47% followed by Other,
Owner Residential (at 28%), Agricultural/Vacant Land (at 8%), followed by Other Commercial & Industrial
(at almost 8%).

•

AVG LPV (Average Limited Property Value): This a calculated value to show the average Limited
Property Value associated with each class; it is determined by dividing the Limited Property Value by the
Parcel count. For Owner Occupied Residential the average LPV is $597,633.

•

AVG Net Assessed: This is a calculated value to show the average LPV Net Assessed associated with
each class; it is determined by dividing the LPV Net Assessed by the Parcel count. For Owner Occupied
Residential the average LPV Net Assessed is $59,757.

•

Levy @ $1.03 AVG Prcl: This column depicts the total levy at a $1.03 tax rate ($1.856 million) and the
tax bill for fire protection at that same rate for the average parcel. For Owner Occupied Residential, the
average tax would be about $615.

•

Levy @ .25 AVG Prcl: This column depicts the total levy at a $.25 tax rate ($450,564) and the tax bill for
fire protection at that same rate for the average parcel. For Owner Occupied Residential, the average tax
would be about $149.
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Appendix E: January 5, 2022 Committee Recommendation prior to
approved revisions of January 21, 2022
SECTION FIVE: Public Safety Advisory Committee Recommendations for
Carefree Town Council Consideration
Based upon an extensive and thoughtful review process, and a careful assessment of the information
gathered and available to the Committee during its deliberations and summarized in this report, the
Carefree Public Safety Advisory Committee makes the following recommendations to the Carefree
Town Council for their consideration. These recommendations are offered to assist the Town Council in
making informed policy decisions regarding the future of public safety services and finances in the
Town of Carefree.
Recommendation #1:
The Public Safety Advisory Committee recommends that the Town of Carefree Town Council establish
a 3-5 year contract for fire service with Rural Metro beginning July 1, 2022, under the following
conditions:
•

•

Rural Metro and the Town of Carefree have mutual aid agreements in place with bordering fire
departments, agencies and districts; and jurisdictional/call boundaries and protocols are worked
out and documented.
There is demonstrated and assured ability by Rural Metro to respond to fire and medical
emergencies within Carefree town boundaries including west of Black Mountain, within 6
minutes of station notification by alarm room.

Rationale for Recommendation
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Lowest contract operating cost of options presented
No startup costs
Three fire personnel on the engine appears sufficient to serve Carefree as long as an
ambulance with two additional personnel is dispatched with the engine – this model has served
Carefree well historically
Existing satisfactory service and response track record – good and proven working relationship
between Rural Metro and the Town of Carefree
Town retains a degree of political and decision-making control of fire service
The Town does not presently have the financial capacity to participate in automatic aid
The 3-5 year contract period allows the Town of Carefree to consider, and if necessary, plan
and develop the financial and physical capacity to join the automatic aid system at some future
date. There is a need to develop clear cost estimates (both operational and capital
expenditures) and a revenue plan for financing increased fire service expenditures.

Recommendation #2:
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The Public Safety Advisory Committee recommends that the Town of Carefree apply/work with the
Central Arizona Life Safety Council for inclusion into the automatic aid system as it becomes financially
and practically possible to do so.
Rationale for Recommendation
•

•

Applying for inclusion to automatic aid now will assist in identifying, with certainty, the costs and
other considerations (including the Certificate of Necessity (CON) for ambulance services) of
participating in automatic aid that should be factored into the revenue strategy.
Developing the financial capacity to participate in the automatic aid system will take time. The
groundwork can be laid while the Town deliberates on its revenue options in the next 3-5 years,
regarding how best to pay for the increased costs to participate in automatic aid. The estimated
operating costs of automatic aid today are roughly 25-50% higher than a potential ongoing
mutual aid arrangement and contract with Rural Metro. In addition, there are significant startup
costs and capital outlays to participate in automatic aid. These costs must be firmly identified
and a revenue plan developed before a formal commitment to an automatic aid partnership can
be made.

Recommendation #3:
The Public Safety Advisory Committee recommends that the Town of Carefree develop a revenue
strategy to pay for fire and emergency services (as well as law enforcement costs) that may include a
mix of the existing dedicated sales tax as well as a new dedicated property tax. If a property tax is
included in the strategy, a referendum should be presented to the voters for approval within three
years. Further, PSAC recommends:
•
•

•

The strategy should include law enforcement costs, in addition to fire and emergency services,
in total public safety expense forecasts and budgets.
The strategy should include anticipated future capital expenditures to replace and update
existing equipment as well as a detailed expenditure analysis of future participation in automatic
aid.
Town Council should consider re-establishing license requirements and penalties for repeated
residential and commercial fire and security false alarms.

Rationale for Recommendation
•

•

Existing dedicated sales tax revenue is not sufficient to cover the costs of current and future fire
and emergency services. The Town has experienced an annual average $400k shortfall
requiring the Town to make up the “loss” with General Fund revenue.
The need for the Town to consider a property tax to pay for fire and emergency services exists
under both the current (and recommended) option of contracting with Rural Metro under mutual
aid agreements AND under any potential future scenarios where the Town might choose to be
part of automatic aid through contracting with another public fire response entity such as the
City of Scottsdale, City of Phoenix or Daisy Mountain Fire District. The current dedicated sales
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•

•

tax revenue alone will not cover fire and emergency services under any scenario – particularly
in periods of economic downturn.
Sales tax revenue is highly volatile and difficult to accurately predict and budget. It is also driven
by economic cycles. Fire and emergency services are inelastic costs – they remain fixed and
constant over time and are not tied to economic cycles.
The three-year time frame to consider a property tax referendum acknowledges the fact that
Carefree has not had a property tax to date and significant public education may be required to
help citizens understand why a property tax is necessary if we want high quality fire and
emergency response services provided by the Town of Carefree.

Recommendation #4:
The PSAC recommends that Town continue with the current level of contracted MCSO services.
Rationale for Recommendation
•

•

•

By the numbers, Carefree is a low risk community with respect to crime. We have been served
well by our existing relationship with MCSO. We will continue to have access to the full
continuum of services offered through MCSO which sufficiently meets the law enforcement
security needs of Carefree.
As stated in Recommendation 3 above, Town Council should consider re-establishing license
requirements and penalties for repeated residential and commercial fire and security false
alarms. This will alleviate law enforcement false alarm calls which are significant.
Traffic calming solutions, a significant citizen concern, are currently being studied and
developed by the Town which may help alleviate traffic related law enforcement activities and
reduce traffic issues without necessitating additional law enforcement personnel. The Public
Safety Advisory Committee did not review nor discuss these solutions and makes no
recommendation regarding them other than to note that if implemented they should result in a
reduction of law enforcement demand within the Town. This supports the Committee’s
recommendation that the Town maintain existing levels of MSCO contracted services.
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